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Abstract: Spraying insecticides and releasing natural enemies are two commonly used methods in the
integrated pest management strategy. With the rapid development of biotechnology, more and more
realistic factors have been considered in the establishment and implementation of the integrated pest
management models, such as the limited resources, the mutual restriction between pests and natural
enemies, and the monitoring data of agricultural insects. Given these realities, we have proposed a pest-
natural enemy integrated management system, which is a nonlinear state-dependent feedback control
model. Besides the anti-predator behavior of the pests to the natural enemies is considered, the density
dependent killing rate of pests and releasing amount of natural enemies are also introduced into the
system. We address the impulsive sets and phase sets of the system in different cases, and the analytic
expression of the Poincaré map which is defined in the phase set was investigated. Further we analyze
the existence, uniqueness, global stability of order-1 periodic solution. In addition, the existence of
periodic solution of order-k (k ≥ 2) is discussed. The theoretical analyses developed here not only
show the relationship between the economic threshold and the other key factors related to pest control,
but also reveal the complex dynamical behavior induced by the nonlinear impulsive control strategies.

Keywords: nonlinear impulsive; Poincaré map; periodic solution; existence and stability; integrated
pest management

1. Introduction

Lotka-Volterra predator-prey system, which is one of the most successful models used to explain
the interactions between two biological species in the early stage of biology. The Volterra principle
shows that a disturbance to the predator-prey system (harvesting or killing part of the prey and predator
population in proportion) will increase the average amount of the prey [1, 2]. The classical Lotka-
Volterra model assumes that the relative growth rate of two populations are linear functions, these
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assumption conditions are limited in describing the interaction of two species. Taking into account
the saturation factor of the predator to the prey, based on the experiments and analysis, the ecologist
C.S.Holling proposed three types of functional response functions adapted to different organisms in
1965 [3], which made the classical Lotka-Volterra system more realistic.

Lotka-Volterra model and its extended models are widely used in fishery resources, pest control and
other fields [4–10]. The integrated pest management (IPM) [11–14], which is based on the theoretical
knowledge and experimental data of biological population dynamics, pesticide science, economics,
combined with physical, chemical and biological technologies, is a dynamic management system. A
series of integrated pest control models based on the Lotka-Volterra system can be used effectively for
analyzing the changing laws of biological populations, discovering the advantages and disadvantages
of treatment measures, and revealing biological principles for the pest management [15–21]. Tang
and Chen developed the Lotka-Volterra model by introducing a proportion poisoning for the pests
and releasing a constant number of predators at each impulsive event, and analyzed the impulsive
differential system at fixed moments and unfixed moments respectively, which laid the foundation for
the development of integrated pest control model [15]. In paper [21], the authors proposed a planar
impulsive Holling II prey-predator model and provided a comprehensive qualitative analysis of global
dynamics for whole parameter space.

In many previous IPM models, the number of natural enemies (predators) to be released at each
impulsive event is a constant, the killing rate is proportional to the density of the pest population
(preys) [21–29], which means that the control strategy is not closely tied to the related observational
data of predators and preys in the field. However, the implementation of control strategy should
be closely combined with the data of biological population, economic threshold, and biological re-
sources [30–32]. For example, the number of natural enemies to be released should be guided by the
density of the current natural enemies. In addition, in the process of biological evolution, the predator
will kill the prey to maintain the reproduction and continuation of the population, and the prey will also
gradually form a set of anti-predator strategies to deal with foreign predators and self-defense [33,34].
Many experiments shows that some adult preys may attack vulnerable young predators [35,36]. There-
fore, the anti-predator behavior should be reflected in the predator-prey models.

Actually, with the development of technology, the automation and intelligence of real-time moni-
toring and pre-warning system on insect pests provides convenience for observing the populations of
the pests and the natural enemies, offers the basis for accurate and effective spraying of pesticides and
releasing the natural enemies, and also provides a platform for the development and research of the
IPM. Therefore, in order to study how the density dependent control actions affect the dynamic behav-
ior of the biological system under the disturbance of external environment, we propose the following
mathematical model:



dx(t)
dt
= ax(t) − bx(t)y(t),

dy(t)
dt
=

cx(t)y(t)
1 + ωx(t)

− qx(t)y(t) − dy(t),

 x(t) < ET ,

x(t+) =
[
1 − δx(t)

x(t)+β

]
x(t),

y(t+) = y(t) +
τ

1 + θy(t)
,

 x(t) = ET ,

(1.1)
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where x(t) and y(t) represent the densities of the prey (pest) and predator populations (natural enemies),
respectively. a denotes the intrinsic growth rate of the prey, and the prey is hunted by the predator at a
rate bxy. cx

1+ωx denotes Holling II functional response function, and the digestibility of the predator to
the prey gradually slows down with the increase of the density of the prey. The anti-predator behavior
is reflected in qxy, i.e., the prey also attack the predator to improve the chances of survival, and the
predator declines at a rate dy [16, 17, 27, 37].

Throughout this paper we assume that the initial density of the pest population is less than the
economic threshold ET , i.e., x(0+) < ET , and the initial densities of the natural enemy populations
y(0+) > 0. If the pest’s population density reaches the economic threshold ET at time t, then controlling
strategies are applied immediately and the numbers of the pest and its natural enemy are updated to
(1− δx(t)

x(t)+β )x(t) and y(t)+ τ
1+θy(t) (i.e., x(t+) and y(t+)), respectively. The third and fourth equations reflect

the density dependence of the implementation of the control strategy, δ > 0 is the maximal killing rate
and β > 0 denotes the half saturation constant. We employ a nonlinear releasing term τ

1+θy(t) to describe
the releasing strategy, which is a decreasing function of y(t), thus τ > 0 is the maximum number of the
predator released, and θ > 0 is a shape parameter.

The main purpose of the paper is to investigate the global dynamical behavior of the density de-
pendent nonlinear control model (1.1) and to reveal that how the main parameters of the model (1.1)
affect the dynamics of the system. In Section 2, we first analyze the exact impulsive sets and the exact
phase sets of system (1.1), the analytical expression of the Poincaré map is defined, and the properties
of Poincaré map have been discussed in more detail. Moreover, in Section 3, the existence, stability
and uniqueness of order-1 periodic solution, and the existence of order-k (k ≥ 2) periodic solution will
be addressed. Finally, the theoretical conclusions and biological significance are presented.

2. Analytical formula and properties for the Poincaré map

In order to discuss the effect of impulsive control strategies on the dynamic behavior of prey and
predator populations, we need some preliminary knowledge of system (1.1) without any impulses,
i.e., the corresponding ordinary differential equation (ODE) model of (1.1) should be analyzed. Many
scholars have studied this ODE model, improved and extended the ODE model by taking into more
realistic factors, which have been applied in many domains, such as control of insect pests, treatment
of immunogenic tumours and HIV virus-guided therapy [27, 37–41].

The main results of model (1.1) without any impulses that we will use are as follows, and the
primary trend of solution trajectories, useful points and lines are as shown in Figure 1.

(1) There is a trivial equilibrium O(0, 0); If the inequalities c − q − dω > 0, (c − q − dω)2 > 4qdω
hold, then there are two interior equilibria: E1(x∗1, y

∗
1) is a saddle point, E2(x∗2, y

∗
2) is a center. Note

that x∗i (i = 1, 2) is the roots of the equation qωx2 + (q − c + dω)x + d = 0, y∗i =
a
b ;

(2) The family of closed orbits is

Γh = {(x, y)|H(x, y) = h, h1 < h < h2}, (2.1)

where hi = aln( ae−1

b )− c
ω

ln(1+ωx∗i )+dlnx∗i +qx∗i , i = 1, 2; Γh converts to the homoclinic cycle (denoted
by Γ) as h→ h1; Γh converges to the equilibrium E2(x∗2, y

∗
2) as h→ h2.

(3) Denote the point E3(x∗3, y
∗
3) as the left intersection point of the homoclinic cycle Γ with the

line y = a
b (denoted by L1). Point E2 is located in inside of the trajectory Γh, which is denoted by
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E2∈ IntΓh, the right side of Γh is tangent to the line x = ET (denoted by L2) at point T (ET ,
a
b ), and the

left side of Γh meets the line L1 at point E4(x∗4, y
∗
4), as shown in Figure 1(A).

(4) The first integral is

H(x, y) = alny − by −
c
ω

ln(1 + ωx) + dlnx + qx = h, (2.2)

where h is a constant.

Figure 1. The different positions of lines L1, L2 and L3, illustrations of the domains of the
impulsive set and the phase set for different cases of model (1.1). (A): x∗2 < ET < x∗1 and L2

is tangent to Γh; (B): ET ≥ x∗1 and x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1 or (1 − PET )ET > x∗1.

To investigate the dynamics of system (1.1), we need to know whether the trajectories of the sys-
tem (1.1) reach the impulsive set or not, and if the trajectories reach the impulsive set, whether the
system (1.1) exists periodic solutions. Firstly we will discuss the domains of the impulsive set and
phase set, which provide a basis for defining the Poincaré map.

2.1. Impulsive set

From the first equation of system (1.1) we know that there exists a isocline L1: y = a
b , which means

that [0, a
b ] is the maximum interval for the vertical components of impulsive set, and any solution of
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system (1.1) either can’t arrive at L2 or reaches L2 and the lower intersection point is located at or
below point (ET ,

a
b ). Therefore, the basic impulsive setM can be determined as follows:

M = {(x, y) ∈ R2
+ | x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤

a
b
}. (2.3)

According to the impulsive function I : (ET , y) ∈ M → (x+, y+) =
(
(1 − δET

ET+β
)ET , y + τ

1+θy

)
, the phase

set N which corresponding to the basic impulsive setM is:

N = I(M) = {(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+ | x

+ = (1 −
δET

ET + β
)ET , y+ ∈ YM},

where YM = {y+ | y+ = y + τ
1+θy , 0 ≤ y ≤ a

b }.

Base on the value of economic threshold ET and the position of line x =
(
1 − δET

ET+β

)
ET (denoted

by L3, as shown in Figure 1(B)) where the phase set is located on, we will obtain the conclusions about
the exact domains of the impulsive set for the following different cases:

(A) : ET ≤ x∗2, (1 − PET )ET < x∗2, (2.4)

(B) : x∗2 < ET < x∗1

{
(B11) : (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗4,
(B12) : (1 − PET )ET > x∗4,

(2.5)

(C) : ET ≥ x∗1


(C11) : x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1,
(C12) : (1 − PET )ET > x∗1,
(C13) : (1 − PET )ET < x∗3,

(2.6)

where PET =
δET

ET+β
.

Moreover, the Lambert W function [42] and three quantities A0, A1 and A2 are useful throughout
the analysis of impulsive set and phase set. For ease of discussion, we denote the Lambert W function
by W, and A0, A1 and A2 are defined as

A0 =
c
ω

ln
1 + ωx∗1
1 + ωET

− dln
x∗1
ET
− q(x∗1 − ET ),

A1 =
c
ω

ln
(

1 + ωET

1 + ω(1 − PET )ET

)
+ dln(1 − PET ) − qPET ET ,

A2 =
c
ω

ln
(

1 + ωx∗1
1 + ω(1 − PET )ET

)
− dln

(
x∗1

(1 − PET )ET

)
− q(x∗1 − (1 − PET )ET ).

Lemma 2.1. The corresponding impulsive sets of the system (1.1) in different cases are as follows:

(A) :M2, (B) :
{

(B11) :M2,

(B12) :M,
(C) :


(C11) :M1,

(C12) :M2,

(C13) :M2,
where

M1 = {(x, y) ∈ R2
+ | x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤ Yis},

M2 = {(x, y) ∈ R2
+ | x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤ Y1

is},
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and
Yis = −

a
b

W(−e−1− A0
a ), Y1

is = −
a
b

W(−e−1+ A1
a ).

Proof. Firstly, for case (C)(C11), i.e., ET ≥ x∗1 and x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1, according to the trend of
solution trajectory of (1.1), it is easy to know that the right branch of homoclinic cycle Γ intersects
with line L2 at two points Q1 and Q2, as shown in Figure 1(B). The vertical components of Q1 and Q2

can be solved by the first integral (2.2).
Any solution initiating from the initial point (x0, y0) satisfies the following equation:

alny − by −
c
ω

ln(1 + ωx) + dlnx + qx = h0, (2.7)

where h0 = alny0 − by0 −
c
ω

ln(1 + ωx0) + dlnx0 + qx0.
Thus, the equation of homoclinic cycle which crosses the point (x∗1,

a
b ) can be determined as:

alny − by −
c
ω

ln(1 + ωx) + dlnx + qx = aln
a
b
− b ·

a
b
−

c
ω

ln(1 + ωx∗1) + dlnx∗1 + qx∗1. (2.8)

Substituting x = ET into Eq 2.8 yields

alny − by = aln
a
b
− a −

c
ω

ln
1 + ωx∗1
1 + ωET

+ dln
x∗1
ET
+ q(x∗1 − ET ), (2.9)

i.e., alny− by = alna
b − a− A0. Solving Eq 2.9 with respect to y, the solutions of Eq 2.9 are the vertical

components of points Qi (i = 1, 2).
By using some properties of the Lambert W function, if A0 ≥ 0, then the roots of (2.9) are as

follows:
Yis = −

a
b

W(−e−1− A0
a ), YIS = −

a
b

W(−1,−e−1− A0
a ), (2.10)

therefore, the intersection points of Γ and L2 are Q1(ET ,YIs) and Q2(ET ,Yis). It is easy to know that
if ET ≥ x∗1, x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1, then any solution starting from (x+0 , y

+
0 ) ∈ N either can’t reach L2

or arrives at the basic impulsive setM and the intersection point is located at or below the point Q2,
which means that the exact domain of the impulsive set for case (C)(C11) isM1 = {(x, y) ∈ R2

+ | x =
ET , 0 ≤ y ≤ Yis}.

Next, we will discuss the case (C)(C12). As shown in Figure 1(B), if (1−PET )ET > x∗1, then there is
a orbit Γ1 which tangents to the line L3, the coordinates of the tangent point (denoted by D0) are ((1 −
PET )ET ,

a
b ), and Γ1 intersects L2 at two points D1,D2. By the similar method used for case (C)(C11),

we can obtain the vertical components of points D1 and D2. Substituting the point ((1−PET )ET ,
a
b ) into

Eq 2.7 yields the equation of orbital curve which crosses point D0:

alny − by −
c
ω

ln(1 + ωx) + dlnx + qx = aln
a
b
− a −

c
ω

ln(1 + ω(1 − PET )ET )

+dln((1 − PET )ET ) + q(1 − PET )ET .
(2.11)

If A1 < 0, then letting x = ET and solve Eq 2.11 with respect to y, we have

Y1
is = −

a
b

W(−e−1+ A1
a ), Y1

IS = −
a
b

W(−1,−e−1+ A1
a ). (2.12)
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Therefore, the intersection points of Γ1 and L2 are D1(ET ,Y1
IS ) and D2(ET ,Y1

is). If ET ≥ x∗1 and
(1−PET )ET > x∗1, then any solution starting from (x+0 , y

+
0 ) ∈ N arrives at the basic impulsive setM and

the intersection point is located at or below the point D2, and then the exact domain of impulsive set
for case (C)(C12) isM2 = {(x, y) ∈ R2

+ | x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤ Y1
is}.

For case (A), (B)(B11), (C)(C13), according to the vector field of system (1.1), it’s easy to know that
there exists an orbital curve tangents to the line L3, and this orbital curve intersects L2 at two points D1

and D2. Therefore, by taking advantage of the similar method, all of the impulsive sets for these cases
areM2.

Finally, for case (B)(B12). If x∗2 < ET < x∗1 and (1− PET )ET > x∗4, then the closed orbit Γh intersects
with L3 at two points, tangents to the line L2 at the point T (ET ,

a
b ), and any solution starting from the

phase set can reach the set {(x, y)|x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤ a
b }. Therefore, the impulsive set of system (1.1) for

this case isM. This completes the proof. □

Due to the nonlinear term and the diversity of threshold ET of system (1.1), the dynamic behav-
ior of system (1.1) might be very complex, next we will focus on two representative cases (C)(C11)
and (C)(C12) for a comprehensive analysis.

2.2. Phase set

In order to discuss the exact domains of the phase set of the system (1.1), it is necessary to ensure
the conditions under which the trajectory starting from (x+0 , y

+
0 ) ∈ N is free from pulse effects. By

analyzing the dynamics of trajectories, the conclusions can be obtained as follows.

Lemma 2.2. For case (C)(C11), any solution starting from the point (x+0 , y
+
0 ) ∈ N with y+0 ∈ [Ymin,Ymax]

will be free from pulse effects, where

Ymin = −
a
b

W(−e−1− A2
a ), Ymax = −

a
b

W(−1,−e−1− A2
a ). (2.13)

Moreover, x∗3 < (1 − PET )ET < x∗1 ⇔ A2 > 0; If (1 − PET )ET = x∗1 or (1 − PET )ET = x∗3, then A2 = 0.

Proof. If x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1, then the homoclinic cycle Γ intersects with line L3. Substituting x =
(1 − PET )ET into Eq 2.8 yields

alny − by = aln
a
b
− a −

c
ω

ln
(

1 + ωx∗1
1 + ω(1 − PET )ET

)
+dln

(
x∗1

(1 − PET )ET

)
+ q(x∗1 − (1 − PET )ET ),

(2.14)

i.e.,
alny − by = aln

a
b
− a − A2. (2.15)

Note that if A2 ≥ 0, then Eq 2.15 with respect to y can be solved. Next we will discuss the value of A2.
Denote A(x) = c

ω
ln

( 1+ωx∗1
1+ωx

)
− dln

( x∗1
x

)
− q(x∗1 − x), then A2 = A((1− PET )ET ). Due to the left intersection

point of Γ and L1 is E3(x∗3,
a
b ), then substituting the coordinates of E3 into Eq 2.8 yields A(x∗3) =

A(x∗1) = 0. Moreover, solving A′(x) = 0 with respect to x, we have x = x∗1 and x = x∗2, which means
that the abscissa of two interior equilibrium satisfy the equation, i.e., A′(x∗1) = A′(x∗2) = 0. Note
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that limx→0+A(x) = −∞, base on the monotonicity and continuity of the function A(x), x ∈ (0,+∞), we
can obtain that A(x) > 0 for x ∈ (x∗3, x

∗
1)∪ (x∗1,+∞). Therefore, for case (C)(C11), if x∗3 ≤ (1−PET )ET ≤

x∗1, then A2 ≥ 0. The two roots of Eq (2.15) with respect to y are as follows:

Ymin = −
a
b

W(−e−1− A2
a ), Ymax = −

a
b

W(−1,−e−1− A2
a ).

As shown in Figure 1(B), if x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1, then the intersection points of homoclinic
cycle Γ and L3 are P1 = ((1 − PET )ET ,Ymax) and P2 = ((1 − PET )ET ,Ymin). Any solution initiating
from the point (x+0 , y

+
0 ) (y+0 ∈ [Ymin,Ymax]) will not reach at the impulsive setM1, on the contrary, any

solution initiating from the set (x+0 , y
+
0 ) (y+0 ∈ Y0 = [0,Ymin) ∪ (Ymax,+∞)) can arrive at the impulsive

setM1 and then experiences impulsive effects.
If (1 − PET )ET ∈ (x∗3, x

∗
1), then A2 = A((1 − PET )ET ) > 0; Conversely, (1 − PET )ET ∈ (x∗3, x

∗
1) once

A2 > 0. If (1 − PET )ET = x∗1 or (1 − PET )ET = x∗3, then A2 = 0. This completes the proof. □

Next, we will discuss the exact phase sets for case (C)(C11) and (C)(C12), respectively. First of all,
it is necessary to analyze the properties of impulsive function y(t+) = y(t) + τ

1+θy(t) . Obviously, the
monotonicity of function y(t+) is related to the value of y(t). Letting F(y) = y + τ

1+θy , y ∈ [0, a
b ], it is

easy to know F′(y) = 0 at y =
√
τθ−1
θ

. In view of θ > 0, we know that if
√
τθ−1
θ
≤ 0, i.e.,

√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0,

then F′(y) ≥ 0 for y ∈ [0,+∞); If
√
τθ − 1 > 0, then F′(y) ≤ 0 for y ∈ [0,

√
τθ−1
θ

] and F′(y) > 0
for y ∈ [

√
τθ−1
θ
,+∞).

For case (C)(C11), we can discuss the exact domains of the phase sets for three cases: (i)
√
τθ−1 ≤ 0;

(ii)
√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Yis; (iii) 0 <

√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis.

(i) If
√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0, then the impulsive function F(y) is increasing on [0,Yis], F(y) ∈

[
τ,Yis +

τ
1+θYis

]
,

denote Y11 =
[
τ,Yis +

τ
1+θYis

]
. As any solution initiating from (x+0 , y

+
0 ) (y+0 ∈ [Ymin,Ymax]) can not arrive

at the impulsive setM1, the phase set which corresponds to the impulsive setM1 is

N11 =
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

11

}
,

where Y0
11 = Y11 ∩ Y0.

(ii) If
√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Yis, then the impulsive function F(y) is decreasing on [0,Yis], and F(y) ∈[

Yis +
τ

1+θYis
, τ

]
, denote Y12 =

[
Yis +

τ
1+θYis
, τ

]
. It is similar to the case (i), any solution initiating

from (x+0 , y
+
0 ) (y+0 ∈ [Ymin,Ymax]) can not arrive at the impulsive set M1, then the phase set which

corresponds to the impulsive setM1 is

N12 =
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

12

}
,

where Y0
12 = Y12 ∩ Y0.

(iii) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis , then according to the monotonicity of the impulsive function F(y), we can

show that F′(y) ≤ 0, F(y) ∈
[

2
√
τθ−1
θ
, τ

]
for all y ∈ [0,

√
τθ−1
θ

], and F′(y) > 0, F(y) ∈ (2
√
τθ−1
θ
,Yis +

τ
1+Yisθ

]

for all y ∈ (
√
τθ−1
θ
,Yis]. Denote Y13 =

[
2
√
τθ−1
θ
, τ

]
, Y0

13 = Y13 ∩ Y0, Y14 =
(

2
√
τθ−1
θ
,Yis +

τ
1+Yisθ

]
and

Y0
14 = Y14 ∩ Y0. The phase set which corresponds to the impulsive setM1=M11 ∪M12 is N13 ∪ N14,

where

M11 =

(x, y) ∈ R2
+|x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤

√
τθ − 1
θ

 ,
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M12 =

(x, y) ∈ R2
+|x = ET ,

√
τθ − 1
θ

< y ≤ Yis

 ,
N13 =

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

13

}
,

N14 =
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

14

}
.

For case (C)(C12), if (1−PET )ET > x∗1, then Γ intersects with L3 at two points, in order to distinguish
this case from case (C)(C11), these two intersection points denoted by C0(xC0 , yC0) = ((1−PET )ET ,Ymax)
and C1(xC1 , yC1) = ((1 − PET )ET ,Ymin). Considering the characteristics of the homoclinic cycle Γ, the
trajectory which initiating from C0 will be close to the point E1 infinitely, but not reach the impulsive
set M2. By the similar method used in case (C)(C11), we can discuss the exact phase sets for the
following three cases: (i)

√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0; (ii)

√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Y1

is; (iii) 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is.

(i) If
√
τθ−1 ≤ 0, then the impulsive function F(y) is increasing on [0,Y1

is], and F(y) ∈
[
τ,Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is

]
,

denote Y21 =

[
τ,Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is

]
. As the solution initiating from C0 will not reach the impulsive setM2,

the phase set which corresponds to the impulsive setM2 is

N21 =
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

21

}
,

where Y0
21 =

{
y+|τ ≤ y+ ≤ Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is
, y+ , Ymax

}
.

(ii) If
√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Y1

is, then the impulsive function F(y) is decreasing on [0,Y1
is), and F(y) ∈[

Y1
is +

τ
1+θY1

is
, τ

]
, denote Y22 =

[
Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is
, τ

]
. The phase set which corresponds to the impulsive setM2

is
N22 =

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

22

}
,

where Y0
22 =

{
y+|Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is
≤ y+ ≤ τ, y+ , Ymax}.

(iii) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, then on the basis of the monotonicity of F(y), it is easy to know F(y) ∈[
2
√
τθ−1
θ
, τ

]
for all y ∈ [0,

√
τθ−1
θ

], and F(y) ∈
(

2
√
τθ−1
θ
,Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is

]
for all y ∈ (

√
τθ−1
θ
,Y1

is]. De-

note Y0
23 =

{
y+| 2

√
τθ−1
θ
≤ y+ ≤ τ, y+ , Ymax

}
and Y0

24 =

{
y+| 2

√
τθ−1
θ
< y+ ≤ Y1

is +
τ

1+θY1
is
, y+ , Ymax}. The

phase set which corresponds to the impulsive setM2=M11 ∪M21 is N23 ∪ N24, where

M11 =

(x, y) ∈ R2
+|x = ET , 0 ≤ y ≤

√
τθ − 1
θ

 ,
M21 =

(x, y) ∈ R2
+|x = ET ,

√
τθ − 1
θ

< y ≤ Y1
is

 ,
N23 =

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

23

}
,

N24 =
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , y+ ∈ Y0

24

}
.

In conclusion, we list all the exact domains of the impulsive sets and phase sets in different param-
eter spaces for case (C)(C11) and (C)(C12) in Table 1, it can be seen that the changes of key parameters
such as economic threshold ET affect the dynamic behaviors of the system (1.1).
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Table 1. Exact domains of the impulsive sets (Is) and phase sets (Ps) of system (1.1) for
case (C)(C11) and (C)(C12).

Cases (1 − PET )ET Is Ps

(C11)
(i)

x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1 M1

N11

(ii) N12

(iii) N13 ∪ N14

(C12)
(i)

(1 − PET )ET > x∗1 M2

N21

(ii) N22

(iii) N23 ∪ N24

2.3. Poincaré map

Base on the impulsive sets and phase sets we discussed above, the main theorems of Poincaré map
can be obtained.

Theorem 1. The Poincaré map of model (1.1) for cases (C)(C11) and (C)(C12) can be defined as:
Case(C)(C11) : ET ≥ x∗1, x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1

y+i+1 =


P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0

11, if
√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0,

P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0
12, if

√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Yis,

P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0
13 ∪ Y0

14, if 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis.

(2.16)

Case(C)(C12): ET ≥ x∗1, (1 − PET )ET > x∗1.

y+i+1 =


P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0

21, if
√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0,

P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0
22, if

√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Y1

is,

P(y+i ), y+i ∈ Y0
23 ∪ Y0

24, if 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is.

(2.17)

Where
P(y+i ) = −a

bW
[
−b

ay+i exp(−b
ay+i +

A1
a )

]
+ τ

1− θab W
[
− b

a y+i exp
(
− b

a y+i +
A1
a

)] . (2.18)

Proof. Assuming that any solution initiating from z+0 = (x+0 , y
+
0 ) ∈ N will experience finite or infinite

pulse effects. Denote pi = (ET , yi) ∈ M, and p+i = ((1 − PET )ET , y+i ) ∈ N , (i = 1, 2, 3 · · · ), p+i is
the point which corresponds to pi in the phase set after a pulse effect. If p+i and pi+1 lie in the same
trajectory, then the corresponding coordinates of these two points satisfy the following equation:

c
ω

ln
(

1 + ωET

1 + ω(1 − PET )ET

)
− dln

(
1

1 − PET

)
− qPET ET = aln(

yi+1

y+i
) − b(yi+1 − y+i ). (2.19)

For case (C)(C11), from the analysis of Lemma 2.2 we know that if the initial point p+0 = ((1 −
PET )ET , y+0 ) lies on the homoclinic cycle Γ or in the interior of Γ, the trajectory starting from p+0 will
not arrive at the impulsive setM1, and we can see A2 ≥ 0 for x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1. Moreover, for
case (C)(C12), the trajectory initiating from C0 can not arrive atM2, and A1 < 0 for (1 − PET )ET > x∗1
holds.
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Next, we rearrange (2.19) yields

−
b
a

yi+1exp
(
−

b
a

yi+1

)
= −

b
a

y+i exp
(
−

b
a

y+i +
A1

a

)
, i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k. (2.20)

By using the properties of the Lambert W function, we can solve the Eq 2.20 with respect to yi+1:

yi+1 = −
a
b

W
[
−

b
a

y+i exp
(
−

b
a

y+i +
A1

a

)]
i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k. (2.21)

Therefore, we have

y+i+1 = −
a
bW

[
−b

ay+i exp(−b
ay+i +

A1
a )

]
+ τ

1− θab W
[
− b

a y+i exp
(
− b

a y+i +
A1
a

)]
≜ P(y+i ) i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k.

(2.22)

Note that the analytical formula of P(y+i ) is related to the Lambert W function, according to the defini-
tion of the Lambert W function, the analytical equation of P(y+i ) can be analysed as follows.

For A1 ≤ 0, it is easy to know −b
ay+i exp(−b

ay+i +
A1
a ) ∈ [−e−1, 0), and the Eq 2.22 is well defined.

From Eq 2.12 we know that A1 < 0 for case (C)(C12). Therefore, Eq 2.17 is true for different value
range of

√
τθ−1
θ

.
For A1 > 0, we need to ensure that −b

ay+i exp(−b
ay+i +

A1
a ) ≥ −e−1, i.e., the following inequality holds:

−b
ay+i exp(−b

ay+i ) ≥ −exp(−1 − A1
a ). (2.23)

By employing the properties of Lambert W function, it is easy to know that the inequality (2.23) holds
for y+i ∈ (0,Y1

min] ∪ [Y1
max,∞), where

Y1
min = −

a
b

W(−e−1− A1
a ), Y1

max = −
a
b

W(−1,−e−1− A1
a ).

From the proof of Lemma 2.2 we know that A(x∗1) = 0, and A(x) > 0 for all x ∈ (x∗3, x
∗
1) ∪ (x∗1,+∞).

Thus, A(ET ) ≥ 0 for ET ≥ x∗1, i.e.,

A(ET ) = A2 − A1 =
c
ω

ln
(

1 + ωx∗1
1 + ωET

)
− dln

(
x∗1
ET

)
− q(x∗1 − ET ) ≥ 0.

Therefore, if ET ≥ x∗1, then A2 ≥ A1. According to the monotonicity of Lambert W function, if A2 ≥

A1 > 0, then we have −a
bW(−e−1− A2

a ) ≤ −a
bW(−e−1− A1

a ), and −a
bW(−1,−e−1− A2

a ) ≥ −a
bW(−1,−e−1− A1

a ),
i.e., Ymin ≤ Y1

min, Ymax ≥ Y1
max. Furthermore, [Y1

min,Y
1
max] ⊆ [Ymin,Ymax], which means that if A1 > 0, then

Eq 2.23 is true for case (C)(C11). By combining with the conclusion that −b
ay+i exp(−b

ay+i +
A1
a ) ≥ −e−1

for A1 ≤ 0, we know that the Poincaré map can be given by (2.16). This completes the proof. □

As we can see from the above discussion, the varieties of parameters will produce complex effects
on the determining of the Poincaré map. The relations among the key parameters, the signs of A1, A2

and the domains of the Poincaré map as shown in Table 2.
It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 that if ET ≥ x∗1, x∗3 ≤ (1−PET )ET ≤ x∗1, then Γ intersects

with L3 at points P1 and P2, Γ intersects with L2 at points Q1 and Q2. Moreover, Q+2 ((1− PET )ET ,Yis +
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Table 2. The domains of the Poincaré map for different cases.

Cases (1 − PET )ET A1 and A2 P(y+i )

(C)(C11)
(i)

x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1 A2 ≥ 0,△
y+i ∈ Y0

11
(ii) y+i ∈ Y0

12
(iii) y+i ∈ Y0

13 ∪ Y0
14

(C)(C12)
(i)

(1 − PET )ET > x∗1 A1 < 0, A2 > 0
y+i ∈ Y0

21
(ii) y+i ∈ Y0

22
(iii) y+i ∈ Y0

23 ∪ Y0
24

△ means the sign of A1 is not necessary for case (C)(C11).

τ
1+θYis

) is the pulse point of Q2 after a singer impulsive effect, which lies on the line L3. If ET ≥ x∗1,
(1−PET )ET > x∗1, then Γ intersects with L3 at points C0 and C1, Γ1 intersects with L2 at points D1 and D2.
Furthermore, denote Q(xQ, yQ) = (ET ,

√
τθ−1
θ

) in view of the particularity of
√
τθ−1
θ

, and if the trajectory
of system (1.1) arrives at the point Q and experiences impulsive effects, then Q+((1 − PET )ET , y+Q) is
the pulse point of Q. For case (C)(C11) and case (C)(C12), we can obtain the following monotonicity
of Poincaré map in the interval related to these above-mentioned intersection points.

Theorem 2. For case (C)(C11): ET ≥ x∗1, x∗3 ≤ (1 − PET )ET ≤ x∗1,
(i) If

√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is increasing on [0,Ymin), and decreasing

on (Ymax,+∞).
(ii) If

√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Yis, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0,Ymin), and increasing

on (Ymax,+∞).
(iii) If 0 <

√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, ym2] and (Ymax, ym1], and

increasing on [ym2 ,Ymin) and [ym1 ,+∞), where ym2 = min{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}, ym1 = max{y+ : P(y+) =
yQ+}.

Proof. Without loss of generality, assuming p+i is the impulsive point which is located in the phase
set, if the trajectory initiating from p+i intersects with L2 at pi+1, then there exists a corresponding
relationship between the two points p+i and pi+1. Denote a mapping about the ordinate of two points
by yi+1 = g(y+i ).

Based on the proof of Lemma 2.2, we can see that any solution of system (1.1) initiating
from (x+0 , y

+
0 ) with y+0 ∈ [Ymin,Ymax] will be free from impulsive effects. when the trajectory passes

through the point p+i and arrive at L2, then the function g(y+i ) is increasing on [0,Ymin) and decreasing
on (Ymax,+∞) according to the uniqueness of solution of system. Moreover, we have discussed the
monotonicity of impulsive function F(y) = y + τ

1+θy , y ∈ [0, a
b ] for case (C)(C11), and the Poincaré

map P(y+i ) can be regarded as a composite function of g and F. On the basis of the monotonicity of
function g and F, we have the following conclusions.

(i) If
√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0, then P(y+i ) is increasing on [0,Ymin), and decreasing on (Ymax,+∞).

(ii) If
√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Yis, then P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0,Ymin), and increasing on (Ymax,+∞).

(iii) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis, then the solution which passes through the points m1((1 − PET )ET , ym1)

and m2((1 − PET )ET , ym2) intersects with L2 at the point Q(ET ,
√
τθ−1
θ

), where ym2 = min{y+ : P(y+) =
yQ+}, ym1 = max{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}, P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, ym2] and (Ymax, ym1], and increasing
on [ym2 ,Ymin) and [ym1 ,+∞). This completes the proof. □
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Theorem 3. For case (C)(C12): ET ≥ x∗1, (1 − PET )ET > x∗1,
(i) If

√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is increasing on [0, yD0] (yD0 is the ordinate of D0),

and decreasing on (yD0 ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞).
(ii) If

√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Y1

is, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yD0], and increasing
on (yD0 ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞).

(iii) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, there are three cases for the monotonicity of P(y+i ) as follows.

If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yM2], [a

b ,Ymax), and (Ymax, yM1],
and increasing on [yM2 ,

a
b ) and [yM1 ,+∞), where yM2 = min{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}, yM1 = max{y+ : P(y+) =

yQ+}.
If Yis <

√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yM2], [a
b , yM1), and increasing

on [yM2 ,
a
b ], [yM1 ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞), where yM2 = min{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}, yM1 = max{y+ : P(y+) =

yQ+}.
If Yis =

√
τθ−1
θ

, then the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, ymin] and ( a
b ,Ymax), and increasing

on [ymin,
a
b ] and (Ymax,+∞).

Proof. It is similar to the Theorem 2, we define the Q(ET ,
√
τθ−1
θ

) is the intersection point of L2

and a trajectory which pass through the points M1((1 − PET )ET , yM1) and M2((1 − PET )ET , yM2),
where yM2 = min{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}, yM1 = max{y+ : P(y+) = yQ+}. According to the vector field of
the solution trajectory, it is easy to see that g(y+i ) is increasing on [0, yD0], and decreasing on [yD0 , yC0)
and (yC0 ,+∞) (here yD0 =

a
b , yC0 = Ymax). Furthermore, we have discussed the monotonicity of impul-

sive function F(y) for case (C)(C12) in the previous subsection. Therefore, we can obtain the following
conclusions of P(y+i ) by combining with the monotonicity of functions g and F.

(i) If
√
τθ − 1 ≤ 0, then P(y+i ) is increasing on [0, a

b ], and decreasing on ( a
b ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞).

(ii) If
√
τθ−1
θ
≥ Y1

is, then P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, a
b ], and increasing on (a

b ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞).

(iii) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, then according to the value of
√
τθ−1
θ

and Yis, the monotonicity of P(y+i ) can
be discussed for the following three cases:

(a) If 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Yis, then the point M2 lies below the point C1, and the point M1 lies above

the point C0, the coordinates relationship of these points is: yM2 < Ymin <
a
b < Ymax < yM1 . Base

on the monotonicity of the functions g and F, we infer that P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yM2], [ a
b ,Ymax)

and (Ymax, yM1], and increasing on [yM2 ,
a
b ) and [yM1 ,+∞).

(b) If Yis <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, then the point C1 lies below the point M2, and the point C0 lies above the
point M1, the coordinates relationship of these points is: Ymin < yM2 <

a
b < yM1 < Ymax. It is easy to

knowP(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yM2] and [ a
b , yM1), and increasing on [yM2 ,

a
b ], [yM1 ,Ymax) and (Ymax,+∞).

(c) If Yis =
√
τθ−1
θ

, then the points Q and Q2 coincide, i.e., Q = Q2, the Poincaré map P(y+i ) is
decreasing on [0, ymin] and ( a

b ,Ymax), and increasing on [ymin,
a
b ] and [Ymax,+∞). This completes the

proof. □

3. Existence and stability of the periodic solutions

Note that the fixed point of Poincaré mapP(y+i ) corresponds to the periodic solution of system (1.1).
Based on the impulsive sets, phase sets and Poincaré map P(y+i ) were investigated in the previous
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sections, we will discuss the existence and stability of the periodic solutions of system (1.1) for some
cases.

3.1. Order-1 periodic solution for τ = 0

Theorem 4. If τ = 0 and A1 = 0, then any y+i in the phase set is a fixed point of Poincaré map P(y+i ).
If τ = 0 and A1 , 0, then y+i = 0 is a unique fixed point of Poincaré map P(y+i ).

Proof. The analytical formula of Poincaré map P(y+i ) has been analyzed, and the special case of P(y+i )
for τ = 0 can be defined as follows:

P(y+i ) = −a
bW

[
−b

ay+i exp(−b
ay+i +

A1
a )

]
. (3.1)

By using the properties of Lambert W function, it is easy to know that y+i = −
a
bW

[
−b

ay+i exp(−b
ay+i )

]
is

true. Therefore, if τ = 0 and A1 = 0, then any y+i in the phase satisfies P(y+i ) = y+i , i.e., any y+i in the
phase set is a fixed point ofP(y+i ), which means that any solution which initiating from ((1−PET )ET , y+i )
is an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1). Moreover, if τ = 0 and A1 , 0, it follows from equality
(3.1) that P(y+i ) = y+i holds if and only if y+i = 0, then y+i = 0 is a unique fixed point of P(y+i ),
which corresponds to a unique boundary order-1 periodic solution with initial point ((1 − PET )ET , 0)
for system (1.1). This completes the proof. □

3.2. Order-1 periodic solution for τ > 0

Theorem 5. For case (C)(C11)(i), if τ > Ymax or yQ+2
< Ymin (where yQ+2

is the vertical component of
point Q+2 , yQ+2

= Yis +
τ

1+θYis
), then there exists an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1).

Proof. For case (C)(C11)(i), if τ > Ymax or yQ+2
< Ymin, then any solution of system (1.1) will map to the

phase set with y+ ∈ [τ, yQ+2
] after a single impulsive effect. The point Q+2 is the pulse point of Q2, and it

is the highest impulsive point, the solution which crosses Q+2 will reach L2 and experiences impulsive
effects, and the pulse point will be located below the point Q+2 . Thus we have

P(yQ+2
) < yQ+2

. (3.2)

Moreover, the point Pτ((1 − PET )ET , τ) is the lowest impulsive point, the solution which crosses Pτ
will reach L2 and experiences impulsive effects, and the pulse point will be located above Pτ, we will
obtain

P(τ) > τ. (3.3)

On the basis of the continuity of P(y+i ), it follows from the inequalities (3.2) and (3.3) that there
exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ (τ, yQ+2

), i.e., P(y∗) = y∗, which corresponds to an order-1 periodic
solution for system (1.1). This completes the proof. □

Theorem 6. For case (C)(C11)(ii), if τ < Ymin or yQ+2
> Ymax, then there exists an order-1 periodic

solution for system (1.1).

Proof. For case (C)(C11)(ii), we have known that F(y) is decreasing on [0,Yis). If τ < Ymin or yQ+2
>

Ymax, then any solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+2
, τ] after a single

impulsive effect. Thus, the point Pτ((1−PET )ET , τ) is the highest impulsive point, which indicated that

P(τ) < τ. (3.4)
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Furthermore, the point Q+2 is the lowest impulsive point. Then, the solution which initiating from Q+2
will satisfy the following relationship:

P(yQ+2
) > yQ+2

. (3.5)

It follows from the inequalities (3.4) and (3.5) that there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ (yQ+2
, τ), i.e.,

there exists an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1). □

Theorem 7. For case (C)(C11)(iii), if yQ+2
< Ymin or yQ+ > Ymax, and the phase set of system (1.1) is{

(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yQ+2

}
or

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ τ

}
,

then there exists an order-1 periodic solution for the system (1.1).

Proof. For case (C)(C11)(iii), if yQ+2
< Ymin, and the trajectories of system (1.1) map to the phase set

with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yQ+2
] or [yQ+ , τ] after impulsive effects, then we can discuss the existence of the fixed

point of P(y+i ) for the following two cases:
(1) yQ+2

> τ. It has been proved that the impulsive function F(y) is decreasing on [0, yQ] and
increasing on (yQ,Yis] for case (C)(C11)(iii). Then, if yQ+2

> τ, then the point Q+2 is the highest impulsive
point and the point Q+ is the lowest one, where Q+((1 − PET )ET , yQ+) is the pulse point of Q(ET , yQ).
Moreover, any solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yQ+2

] after a single
impulsive effect. Due to the uniqueness of any two solutions, the inequality P(yQ+2

) < yQ+2
(3.2) and the

following inequality is true:
P(yQ+) ≥ yQ+ . (3.6)

Therefore, it follows from (3.2) and (3.6) that there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , yQ+2
), which

corresponds to an order-1 periodic solution of system (1.1).
(2) yQ+2

< τ. For this case, the trajectory of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , τ]
after impulsive effects, Pτ is the highest impulsive point and Q+ is the lowest one. It is easy to know
that the inequalities (3.4) and (3.6) are true, then there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , τ), which
is indicated that there exists an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1).

For case (C)(C11)(iii), if yQ+ > Ymax, and the trajectories of system (1.1) map to the phase set with
y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yQ+2

] or [yQ+ , τ] after impulsive effects, the same conclusions can be proved by using the
similar methods. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 8. If yQ+2
< Ymin for case (C)(C11)(i) (or if yQ+2

> Ymax for case (C)(C11)(ii)), then the fixed
point y∗ is globally stable provided that it is unique.

Proof. From Theorem 5 we know that if yQ+2
< Ymin for case (C)(C11)(i), then there exists a fixed

point y∗ ∈ (τ, yQ+2
). Assuming it is unique, next we will discuss the global stability of the y∗. For one

thing, we have proved that P(y+i ) is increasing on [0,Ymin), then y+i < P(y+i ) < y∗ for any y+i ∈ [0, y∗],
which indicated that Pk(y+i ) is monotonically increasing as k increase, and we have lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗

for y+i ∈ [0, y∗); Moreover, y∗ < P(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗,Ymin), which means that Pk(y+i ) is
monotonically decreasing as k increase, and lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗ for y+i ∈ [y∗,Ymin). For another, P(y+i ) ∈

[τ, yQ+2
] for any y+i ∈ (Ymax,+∞) is true, then we have lim

k→+∞
Pk+1(y+i ) = y∗ for y+i ∈ (Ymax,+∞). In

conclusion, if yQ+2
< Ymin for case (C)(C11)(i), then the fixed point y∗ is globally stable provided that it

is unique.
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If yQ+2
> Ymax for case (C)(C11)(ii), the conclusions can be proved by using the similar methods.

This completes the proof. □

Theorem 9. For case (C)(C11)(ii), if τ < Ymin, and P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ [0, y∗) (or for case (C)(C11)(i),
if τ > Ymax, and P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ (Ymax, y∗)), then there exists an unique fixed point y∗, and it is
globally stable.

Proof. From Theorem 6 we know that if τ < Ymin for case (C)(C11)(ii), then any solution of system (1.1)
will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+2

, τ] after a single impulsive effect, and there exists a fixed
point y∗ ∈ (yQ+2

, τ) ⊂ [0,Ymin). Moreover, as Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0,Ymin), therefore, y∗

is the unique fixed point of P(y+i ).
The global stability of y∗ can be discussed as follows. Firstly, P(y+i ) > y∗ for y+i ∈ [0, y∗) due to

the monotonicity of P(y+i ), and if P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ [0, y∗), then the inequality y+i < P
2(y+i ) < y∗

holds true. By induction, we conclude that P2(k−1)(y+i ) < P2k(y+i ) < y∗, k ≥ 1. It means that P2k(y+i )
monotonically increasing as k increases, and lim

k→+∞
P2k(y+i ) = y∗, y+i ∈ [0, y∗). Secondly, according to

the analytic expression of P(y+i ) and the properties of Lambert W function, it’s not hard to deduce
lim

y+i →+∞
P(y+i ) = τ, which indicated that if τ < Ymin, then P(y+i ) ∈ (0, y∗] or P2(y+i ) ∈ (0, y∗) is true for

any y+i ∈ (y∗,Ymin) ∪ (Ymax,+∞), combined with the above analysis, we infer that lim
k→+∞

P j+2k(y+i ) = y∗

( j = 1 or 2). In summary, the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable.
For case (C)(C11)(i), if τ > Ymax, and P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ (Ymax, y∗), the conclusions can be proved

by employing the same methods. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 10. For case (C)(C11)(iii), if there exists a unique fix point y∗ for the the Poincaré map P(y+i ),
then we can draw the following conclusions:

(1) If yQ+ > Ymax, and the phase set is
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yQ+2

}
or{

(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ τ

}
, then the fixed point y∗ is globally stable provided

that one of the following three conditions is satisfied, (a) y∗ > ym1; (b) y∗ = ym1; (c) y∗ < ym1 ,
and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, ym1].

(2) If yQ+2
< Ymin, and the phase set is

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yQ+2

}
or{

(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ τ

}
, then the fixed point y∗ is globally stable provided

that one of the following three conditions is satisfied, (a) y∗ > ym2; (b) y∗ = ym2; (c) y∗ < ym2 ,
and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, ym2).

Proof. (1) It follows from Theorem 7 that for case (C)(C11)(iii), if yQ+ > Ymax, and any solution of
system (1.1) will map to the phase set with [yQ+ , yQ+2

] or [y+Q, τ] after impulsive effects, then there exists
at least one fixed point y∗ for P(y+i ), and y∗ > yQ+ > Ymax. Assuming the fixed point y∗ is unique, the
global stability of y∗ can be discussed for the following three situations according to the value of y∗

and ym1:
(a) y∗ > ym1 . In this situation, there must be y+Q > ym1 based on the uniqueness of y∗. It’s easy to

see P(y+i ) is increasing on [ym1 , y
∗), and y+i < P(y+i ) < y∗ for any y+i ∈ [ym1 , y

∗), by induction, we know
Pk(y+i ) is monotonically increasing as k increase, and lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗; For any y+i ∈ (y∗,+∞), y∗ <

P(y+i ) < y+i , Pk(y+i ) is monotonically decreasing as k increase, and lim
k→+∞

Pk(y+i ) = y∗. Furthermore,

there must be P(y+i ) ∈ (ym1 ,+∞) for any y+i ∈ [0,Ymin) ∪ (Ymax, ym1), lim
k→+∞

P1+k(y+i ) = y∗ is true.
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(b) y∗ = ym1 . From the conclusion of case (a) we know that y∗ ≤ P(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ [ym1 ,+∞),
Pk(y+i ) is monotonically decreasing as k increase, and lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗. For y+i ∈ [0,Ymin)∪ (Ymax, ym1),

there must be P(y+i ) ∈ (ym1 ,+∞), and lim
k→+∞

Pk+1(y+i ) = y∗ is true.

(c) y∗ < ym1 . For this case, we know that y∗ ⊂ [yQ+ , ym1) ⊂ (Ymax, ym1), and the Poincaré map
P(y+i ) is decreasing on (y∗, ym1]. If P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, ym1], then y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i , and
P2k(y+i ) is monotonically decreasing as k increase, it means that lim

k→+∞
P2k(y+i ) = y∗. Moreover, for

any y+i ∈ [0,Ymin) ∪ (Ymax, y∗) ∪ (ym1 ,+∞), there exists a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ [y∗, ym1],
and we have lim

k→+∞
Pl+2k(y+i ) = y∗.

In summary, the results shown in case (1) are true. For case (2), the conclusions can be proved in a
similar way. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 11. For case (C)(C12)(i), if yD0 < yD+2
< yC0 or yD+2

< yD0 or τ > yC0 , (where yD0 , yD+2
and yC0

are the vertical component of points D0, D+2 and C0, respectively), then there exists an order-1 periodic
solution for system (1.1).

Proof. For case (C)(C12)(i), the solution which passes through the point D0 intersects withM2 at two
points, the lower intersection point is D2, and D+2 is the resetting point of D2, i.e., P(yD0) = yD+2

.
If yD0 < yD+2

< yC0 , then the phase set is
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , τ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}
, Pτ is the

lowest impulsive point and D+2 is the highest one, therefore, we have the inequalities (3.3): P(τ) > τ,
and

P(yD+2
) < yD+2

. (3.7)

It follows from (3.3) and (3.7) that there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ (τ, yD+2
), i.e., there exists an

order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1). If yD+2
< yD0 or τ > yC0 for case (C)(C12)(i), the conclusions

can be proved by using the similar methods. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 12. For case (C)(C12)(ii), if τ < yC0 or yD+2
> yC0 , then there exists an order-1 periodic

solution for system (1.1).

Proof. It has been proved that the impulsive function F(y) is decreasing on [0,Y1
is) for case (C)(C12)(ii).

If τ < yC0 or yD+2
> yC0 , then the phase set is

{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yD+2

≤ y+ ≤ τ
}
, Pτ is the

highest impulsive point and D+2 is the lowest one. Therefore, we have the inequalities (3.4): P(τ) < τ,
and

P(yD+2
) > yD+2

. (3.8)

In conclusion, there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ (yD+2
, τ), which indicated that there exists an

order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1). This completes the proof. □

Theorem 13. For case (C)(C12)(iii), there exists an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1) if either
of the following conditions is satisfied.

(1) yD+2
> τ, and yD+2

< yC0 (or yQ+ > yC0).
(2) yD+2

< τ, and τ < yC0 (or yQ+ > yC0 or yD+2
< yD0).

Proof. (1) For case (C)(C12)(iii), if τ < yD+2
< yC0 (or yD+2

> τ and yQ+ > yC0), then the phase set is{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}
, the point D+2 is the highest impulsive point and Q+
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is the lowest one. Therefore, the inequalities (3.7): P(yD+2
) < yD+2

and

P(yQ+) ≥ yQ+ (3.9)

are true. In summary, there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2
).

(2) If yD+2
< τ, and τ < yC0 or yQ+ > yC0 , it is easy to know that the solution of system (1.1) will map

to the phase set with y+ ∈ [y+Q, τ] after impulsive effects, Pτ is the highest impulsive point and Q+ is the
lowest one. Therefore, the two inequalities (3.4): P(τ) < τ, and (3.9): P(yQ+) ≥ yQ+ are true, which
indicated that there exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , τ).

If yD+2
< yD0 , i.e., P(yD0) < yD0 , then combined with the inequality (3.9) we can infer that there

exists at least one fixed point y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , yD0).
In conclusion, the results shown in Theorem 13 are true. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 14. For case (C)(C12), if yD+2
= yD0 , then the trajectory D̂0D2 is an order-1 periodic solution

of system (1.1).

Proof. For case (C)(C12), if yD+2
= yD0 , i.e., P(yD0) = yD0 , then the fixed point y∗ = yD0 , the trajec-

tory D̂0D2 is an order-1 periodic solution for system (1.1). This completes the proof. □

Theorem 15. For case (C)(C12)(i), if there exists a fixed point y∗ of Poincaré map P(y+i ) for the sys-
tem (1.1), the stability of y∗ is as follows:

(1) If the fixed point y∗ is unique, then it is globally stable provided either of the following conditions
is true.

(a) P(yD0) < yD0;
(b) yD0 < P(yD0) < yC0 , and P2(y+i ) > y+i for any y+i ∈ [yD0 , y

∗).
(2) If τ > yC0 , then the fixed point y∗ is unique, and y∗ is globally stable provided that P2(y+i ) > y+i

for any y+i ∈ [τ, y∗).

Proof. (1) (a): It follows from Theorem 11 that if P(yD0) < yD0 for case (C)(C12)(i), there exists a fixed
point y∗, and y∗ ∈ (τ, yD+2

) ⊂ (0, yD0). Assuming the fixed point y∗ of P(y+i ) is unique, then we have
y+i < P(y+i ) < y∗ for any y+i ∈ [τ, y∗) according to the monotonicity of P(y+i ), it means that Pk1(y+i )
is monotonically increasing as k1 increase, and lim

k1→+∞
Pk1(y+i ) = y∗; Moreover, y∗ < P(y+i ) < y+i for

any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD+2
], Pk2(y+i ) is monotonically decreasing as k2 increase, and lim

k2→+∞
Pk2(y+i ) = y∗ is also

true. In summary, if P(yD0) < yD0 , and the fixed point y∗ is unique, then it is globally stable.
(1) (b): It has been proved that P(y+i ) is decreasing on [yD0 , yC0) for case (C)(C12)(i). If yD0 <

P(yD0) < yC0 , then the phase set is
{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , τ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}
, and it is easy to

know P2(yD0) < P(yD0), i.e., P(yD+2
) < yD+2

. Therefore, the fixed point y∗ ∈ (yD0 , yD+2
) ⊂ [τ, yD+2

].
Assuming the fixed point y∗ is unique, the stability of y∗ will be discussed in three subinterval: [yD0 , y

∗),
(y∗, yD+2

), [τ, yD0].
First of all, according to the monotonicity of P(y+i ), we have P(yD0) ≥ P(y+i ) > y∗ and P2(yD0) ≤

P2(y+i ) < y∗ for any y+i ∈ [yD0 , y
∗), combined with the inequality P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ [yD0 , y

∗),
we will obtain that y+i < P

2(y+i ) < y∗. By induction, it is easy to know P2(k−1)(y+i ) < P2k(y+i ) <
y∗, which means that P2k(y+i ) is monotonically increasing and tends to y∗ as k increase, P2k+1(y+i ) is
monotonically decreasing and tends to y∗ as k increase. Secondly, we know P(y+i ) ∈ (y∗, yD+2

] for
any y+i ∈ [yD0 , y

∗), base on the conclusion of the former part, lim
k→+∞

P2k(y+i ) = y∗ or lim
k→+∞

P2k+1(y+i ) = y∗
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for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD+2
] is true. Thirdly, it follows from the monotonicity of P(y+i ) that there must exist

a positive integer n such that Pn(y+i ) ∈ [yD0 , y
∗] or (y∗, yD+2

) for any y+i ∈ [τ, yD0). In conclusion, for
case (C)(C12)(i), the fixed point y∗ is globally stable provided the conditions (1)b are satisfied.

(2) If τ > yC0 , from Theorem 11 we know that there exists a fixed point y∗, and the phase set is{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , τ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}
. It means that y∗ ∈ [τ, yD+2

] ⊂ [yC0 + ∞). We have
proved that P(y+i ) is decreasing on (yD0 , yC0) ∪ (yC0 ,+∞), then the fixed point y∗ is unique, obviously.

As for the stability of y∗, for one thing, based on the monotonicity of P(y+i ), y+i < y∗ < P(y+i )
for any y+i ∈ [τ, y∗) is true, combined with P2(y+i ) > y+i , we have y∗ > P2(y+i ) > y+i , by induction,
y∗ > P2k(y+i ) > P2(k−1)(y+i ) or y∗ < P2k+1(y+i ) < P2k−1(y+i ) is true, Pk(y+i ) is monotone increasing and
tends to y∗ as k increase. For another, P(y+i ) ∈ (τ, y∗) for y+i ∈ (y∗, yD+2

], therefore, it can be inferred
that lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗. In conclusion, if τ > yC0 for case (C)(C12)(i), the fixed point y∗ of system (1.1)

is unique, and y∗ is globally stable provided that P2(y+i ) > y+i for y+i ∈ [τ, y∗). This completes the
proof. □

Theorem 16. For case (C)(C12)(ii), if there exists a unique fix point y∗ for the Poincaré map P(y+i ),
then y∗ is globally stable provided that one of the following three conditions is satisfied.

(1) τ < yC0 and yD0 < yD+2
;

(2) τ < yC0 , yD+2
< yD0 , and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD0];

(3) yD+2
> yC0 .

Proof. (1) If τ < yC0 and yD0 < yD+2
, it follows from Theorem 12 that any solution of system (1.1) will

map to the phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yD+2

≤ y+ ≤ τ} after impulsive effects, and
there exists a fixed point y∗ ∈ (yD+2

, τ) ⊂ (yD0 , yC0), assuming it is unique. It has been proved that P(y+i )
is increasing on (yD0 , yC0). Therefore, we can infer that Pk1(y+i ) is monotone increasing and tends to y∗

as k1 increase for any y+i ∈ [yD+2
, y∗), and Pk2(y+i ) is monotone decreasing and tends to y∗ as k2 increase

for any y+i ∈ (y∗, τ]. In summary, the fixed point y∗ is globally stable provided it is unique.
(2) According to the monotonicity of the impulsive function F(x), if yD+2

< yD0 , i.e., P(yD0) < yD0 ,
then we have P(yD+2

) > yD+2
, which indicated that y∗ ∈ (yD+2

, yD0). Assuming the fixed point is unique,
from Theorem 3 we know that P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yD0], therefore, P(y+i ) < y∗ < y+i for any y+i ∈
(y∗, yD0] is true; If P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD0], it is easy to know y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i . By induction,
we can infer that y∗ < P2k(y+i ) < P2(k−1)(y+i ), and lim

k→+∞
P2k(y+i ) = y∗ for y+i ∈ (y∗, yD0]. Moreover, on

the basis of τ < yC0 and lim
y+i →+∞

P(y+i ) = τ, there must exist a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ [y∗, yD0]

and lim
k→+∞

P2k+l(y+i ) = y∗ for any y+i ∈ [0, y∗)∪ (yD0 , yC0)∪ (yC0 ,+∞). In conclusion, if τ < yC0 and yD+2
<

yD0 , and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD0], then the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable.
(3) For this case, if yD+2

> yC0 , then any solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set {(x+, y+) ∈
R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yD+2

≤ y+ ≤ τ} after impulsive effects, and there exists a fixed point y∗ ∈ (yD+2
, τ) ⊂

(yC0 ,+∞). Assuming the fixed point is unique, according to the monotonicity of P(y+i ), it is easy to see
that Pk1(y+i ) is increasing and tends to y∗ as k1 increase for any y+i ∈ [yD+2

, y∗), and Pk2(y+i ) is decreasing
and tends to y∗ as k2 increase for any y+i ∈ (y∗, τ]. In summary, if yD+2

> yC0 , then the unique fixed
point y∗ is globally stable. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 17. For case (C)(C12)(iii), if there exists a unique fix point y∗ for the Poincaré map P(y+i ),
and Yis <

√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is, then y∗ is globally stable provided that one of the following four conditions is
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satisfied.
(a) P(yMi) > yC0 (i = 1, 2);
(b) P(yM1) < yM1 , P(yM2) > yM2 , yD0 < P(yD0) < yC0 , τ < yC0 , and y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i for any

y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1];
(c) P(yM1) < yM1 , P(yM2) > yM2 , P(yD0) < yD0 , τ < yC0;
(d) P(yMi) < yMi(i = 1, 2), τ < yC0 , and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM2].

Proof. For case (C)(C12)(iii), Yis <
√
τθ−1
θ
< Y1

is means that the point Q is located between the points Q2

and D2, and the coordinates relationship of M1 and M2 is: 0 < yM2 < yD0 < yM1 < yC0 .
(a) If P(yMi) = yQ+ > yC0 (i = 1, 2), then from the Theorem 13 we know that there exists a fixed

point y∗, and the solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2
] or [yQ+ , τ] after

impulsive effects. Assuming y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , τ] and it is unique, it has been proved that P(y+i ) is increasing
on [yQ+ , τ], therefore, y+i < P(y+i ) < y∗ for any y+i ∈ [yQ+ , y∗) is true, and we conclude that Pk1(y+i )
is increasing and tends to y∗ as k1 increase; Moreover, y∗ < P(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, τ] is true,
and Pk2(y+i ) is decreasing and tends to y∗ as k2 increase. In summary, if P(yMi) > yC0 , then the unique
fixed point y∗ is globally stable. The analysis methods can also be used for y∗ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2

].
(b) If τ < yC0 , and yD0 < P(yD0) < yC0 i.e., yD0 < yD+2

< yC0 , then any solution of sys-
tem (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2

] or [yQ+ , τ] after impulsive effects. From
P(yD0) > yD0 and P(yM1) < yM1 we know that the fixed point y∗ ∈ (yD0 , yM1). Assuming the phase set is
{(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

} and y∗ is unique. It is easy to know yQ+ ∈ [yD0 , y
∗)

follows from y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1], which means y∗ ∈ (yQ+ , yM1) ⊂ (yD0 , yM1). Ac-
cording to the monotonicity of P(y+i ), we infer that y∗ < P2k(y+i ) < P2(k−1)(y+i ) for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1],
it means that P2k(y+i ) is decreasing and tends to y∗ as k increase, or P2k+1(y+i ) is increasing and tends
to y∗ as k increase; Moreover, we have P(y+i ) ∈ (y∗, yM1) for any y+i ∈ [yQ+ , y∗); If yD+2

> yM1 , for
any y+i ∈ (yM1 , yD+2

], there must exist a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ [y∗, yM1]; In conclusion,
lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+i ) = y∗ for y+i ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2

] is true, and the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable. If the

phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ τ}, the conclusions can be proved by using

the similar analysis methods.
(c) For this case, the solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2

] or
[yQ+ , τ] after impulsive effects. Q+ is the lowest pulse point, then P(yQ+) > yQ+ is true, combined
with the inequality P(yD0) < yD0 , we know that the fixed point y∗ is located in the interval (yQ+ , yD0),
assuming it is unique. If the phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}, then
y∗ ∈ (yQ+ , yD+2

) ⊂ (yQ+ , yD0). According to the monotonicity of P(y+i ), it is easy to infer that Pk(y+i )
is increasing and tends to y∗ as k increase for any y+i ∈ [yQ+ , y∗), and Pk(y+i ) is decreasing and tends
to y∗ as k increase for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yD+2

], thus the fixed point y∗ is globally stable. If the phase set is{
(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ τ

}
and yD0 ≥ τ, the conclusions can be proved in a similar

way; Moreover, if yD0 < τ < yC0 , there must exist a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2
] for

y+i ∈ (yD+2
, τ]. In conclusion, the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable.

(d) For this case, Q+ is the lowest pulse point, then P(yQ+) > yQ+ is true, then combined
with P(yM2) < yM2 , we can infer that the fixed point y∗ ∈ (yQ+ , yM2), assuming it is unique.
If P(yMi) < yMi(i = 1, 2) and τ < yC0 , it is easy to know P(yD0) < yD0 follows from the monotonicity
of P(y+i ) and uniqueness of y∗, and y+ < yC0 is true for the point (x+, y+) of phase set. According to the
monotonicity of P(y+i ) on (y∗, yM2] and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM2], we can speculate that P2k(y+i )
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is decreasing and tends to y∗ as k increase. Furthermore, P(y+i ) ∈ (y∗, yM2) for y+i ∈ [yQ+ , y∗) is true,
and there must exist a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ (y∗, yM2] for any y+i ∈ [yM2 , yC0). Therefore,
for the point (x+, y+) of phase set, lim

k→+∞
Pk(y+) = y∗ is true. In conclusion, the unique fixed point y∗ is

globally stable if the conditions of the theorem are satisfied. This completes the proof. □

Theorem 18. For case (C)(C12)(iii), if there exists a unique fix point y∗ for the Poincaré map P(y+i ),
and 0 <

√
τθ−1
θ
≤ Yis, then y∗ is globally stable provided that one of the following four conditions is

satisfied.
(a) P(yMi) > yMi (i = 1, 2);
(b) P(yM1) < yM1 , P(yM2) > yM2 , yQ+ > yC0 , and y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1];
(c) P(yM1) < yM1 , P(yM2) > yM2 , P(yD0) < yD0 , and τ < yC0;
(d) P(yMi) < yMi (i = 1, 2), τ < yC0 , and P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM2].

Proof. For case (C)(C12)(iii), 0 <
√
τθ−1
θ
≤ Yis means that the point Q is located below the point Q2, the

coordinates relationship of M1 and M2 is: 0 < yM2 < yD0 < yC0 < yM1 .
(a) If P(yMi) > yMi (i = 1, 2), then any solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈

[yQ+ , yD+2
] or [yQ+ , τ] after impulsive effects. If the phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤

y+ ≤ τ}, then Pτ is the highest impulsive point and Q+ is the lowest one, it follows from P(yQ+) > yQ+

and P(τ) < τ that the fixed point y∗ ∈ (yQ+ , τ) ⊂ (yM1 ,+∞), assuming it is unique. Because the
Poincaré map P(y+i ) is increasing on [yM1 ,+∞), it is easy to know that Pk(y+i ) is increasing and tends
to y∗ as k increase for any y+i ∈ [yQ+ , y∗), and Pk(y+i ) is decreasing and tends to y∗ as k increase for
any y+i ∈ (y∗, τ], which indicated that the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable. If the phase set is
{(x+, y+) ∈ R2

+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , yQ+ ≤ y+ ≤ yD+2

}, the conclusions can be proved by using the similar
methods.

(b) If P(yM1) = P(yM2) = yQ+ > yC0 , then any pulse point will be located above the point C0, and
the solution of system (1.1) will map to the phase set with y+ ∈ [yQ+ , yD+2

] or [yQ+ , τ] after impulsive
effects, Q+ is the lowest impulsive point. It follows from P(yQ+) > yQ+ and P(yM1) < yM1 that the fixed
point y∗ ∈ (yQ+ , yM1), assuming it is unique. It is has been proved that P(y+i ) is decreasing on [yQ+ , yM1]
and increasing on (yM1 ,+∞), if y∗ < P2(y+i ) < y+i for any y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1], then we can infer that y∗ <
P2k(y+i ) < P2(k−1)(y+i ), which means lim

k→+∞
P2k(y+) = y∗ for y+i ∈ (y∗, yM1]. Furthermore, P(y+i ) ∈ (y∗, yM1)

for any y+i ∈ (yQ+ , y∗) is true, and there must exist a positive integer l such that Pl(y+i ) ∈ [y∗, yM1] for
any y+i ∈ (yM1 , yD+2

] or (yM1 , τ]. In summary, the unique fixed point y∗ is globally stable.
For case (c) and case (d), it can be noticed that the conditions of Theorem 18 are the same as

Theorem 17 for these two cases, respectively. Therefore, the global stability of the fixed point y∗ can
be proved by taking advantage of the similar method. This completes the proof. □

3.3. Order-k periodic solution for τ > 0

In the previous subsection, we have analyzed the existence and global stability of order-1 periodic
solutions. The existence of order-k(k ≥ 2) periodic solutions of system (1.1) will be discussed as
follows.

Theorem 19. If one of the following conditions is satisfied, then there only exists order-1 periodic
solutions for system (1.1).

(1) For case (C)(C11)(i), yQ+2
< Ymin;
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(2) For case (C)(C11)(ii), yQ+2
> Ymax;

(3) For case (C)(C12)(i), yD+2
< yD0;

(4) For case (C)(C12)(ii), yD+2
> yC0;

(5) For case (C)(C12)(ii), τ < yC0 and yD+2
> yD0 .

Proof. From the analysis of previous subsection we know that there exists an order-1 periodic solution
for system (1.1) if one of the five conditions of Theorem 19 is satisfied.

For case (C)(C11)(i), it has been proved that Poincaré map P(y+i ) is increasing on [0,Ymin). If yQ+2
<

Ymin, then the phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , τ ≤ y+ ≤ yQ+2

}. Assuming the order-
1 periodic solution passes through the points P(ET , η0) and P+((1 − PET )ET , η

+
0 ), which are located

on the line L2 and L3, respectively. The trajectory initiating from point Q+2 intersects with line L2 at
point Q3, the point Q3 is located below the point Q2 according to the disjointness of any two trajectories.
Moreover, we have proved that the pulse function F is increasing on [0,Yis], then the pulse point Q+3
will lie below the point Q+2 , by induction, the relationship of the series of pulse points is: Ymin > yQ+2

>

yQ+3
> yQ+4

> · · · > yQ+i > · · · > η
+
0 > · · · > τ. It means that the series of pulse points Q+i is decreasing

as i increase, a periodic solution with order-k(k ≥ 2) does not exist for system (1.1).
For case (C)(C12)(ii), it has been proved that Poincaré map P(y+i ) is decreasing on [0, yD0], and

increasing on (yD0 ,Ymax). If τ < yC0 and yD+2
> yD0 , then the solution of system (1.1) will map to the

phase set with y+ ∈ [yD+2
, τ] after impulsive effects, [yD+2

, τ] ⊂ (yD0 ,Ymax). The solution initiating from
point D+2 intersects with line L2 at D3 and then experiences impulsive effects, D+3 is the pulse point of
D3, it is obviously that D3 lies below D2, and D+3 lies above D+2 , by induction, the relationship about
the coordinate of pulse points is: yD0 < yD+2

< yD+3
< · · · < η+0 < · · · < τ, where η+0 is the fixed point

of P(y+i ). Therefore, an order-k(k ≥ 2) periodic solution does not exist for system (1.1) in the view of
this relationship of the pulse points.

If yQ+2
> Ymax for case (C)(C11)(ii) or if yD+2

< yD0 for case (C)(C12)(i) or if yD+2
> yC0 for

case (C)(C12)(ii), the conclusions can also be proved by using the same methods. This completes
the proof. □

Theorem 20. If one of the following conditions is satisfied, then there only exists order-1 or order-2
periodic solutions for system (1.1).

(1) For case (C)(C11)(i), τ > Ymax;
(2) For case (C)(C11)(ii), τ < Ymin;
(3) For case (C)(C12)(i), τ > yC0 (or yD0 < yD+2

< yC0 and yD+3
≥ yD0).

Proof. For case (C)(C11)(i), if τ > Ymax, then the phase set is {(x+, y+) ∈ R2
+|x
+ =

(
1 − PET

)
ET , τ ≤

y+ ≤ yQ+2
}. The solution which initiating from the point Q+2 intersects with line L2 at Q3, then map to Q+3

after a single impulsive effect. According to the monotonicity of the pulse function F(y) on [0,Yis], it is
easy to see the pulse point Q+3 lies below the point Q+2 ; Moreover, the solution which passes through the
point Q+3 intersects with line L2 at Q4, then the pulse point Q+4 lies between Q+2 and Q+3 . By induction,
we infer that the relationship about the vertical component of these pulse points is: Ymax < τ < yQ+3

<

yQ+5
< · · · < yQ+2i−1

< yQ+2i+1
< · · · < yQ+2i+2

< yQ+2i
< · · · < yQ+4

< yQ+2
. From this relationship we see that

there are two series of pulse point: yQ+2i+1
and yQ+2i

, the series yQ+2i+1
is increasing as i increase and the

series yQ+2i
is decreasing as i increase. Therefore, we have lim

i→+∞
yQ+2i+1

= y∗1, lim
i→+∞

yQ+2i
= y∗2, and the limit

value y∗1 = y∗2 or y∗1 , y∗2, which means that there exists an order-1 or order-2 periodic solution for the
system (1.1), and an order-k(k ≥ 3) periodic solution does not exist.
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If τ < Ymin for case (C)(C11)(ii) or if τ > yC0 for case (C)(C12)(i), or if yD0 < yD+2
< yC0 and yD+3

≥ yD0

for case (C)(C12)(i), the conclusions can also be proved by using the same methods. This completes
the proof. □

4. Conclusions

The IPM strategy based on chemical and biological techniques promotes the development of a
series of impulsive predator-prey models [17–29]. The research of the models not only promoted the
theoretical development of impulsive dynamical system, but also provided an effective foundation for
control of pests. In order to control pests effectively and reduce the environmental pollution caused
by the excessive use of chemical pesticides, the IPM strategy should be more realistic for practical
environment. Considering the wide application of pest real-time monitoring technology in agriculture,
we propose a predator-prey model concerning density guided releasing natural enemies and spraying
pesticide with nonlinear state-dependent feedback control strategy. The main purpose of this paper is to
explore the complex dynamic behavior of the model, and to reveal whether the pests can be effectively
controlled under the interference of external environment and control measures, and research how the
key factors affect the dynamic behaviors.

Firstly, we summarize the basic conclusions of the corresponding ODE system of (1.1) in the case
of no external interference. Secondly, in order to study the dynamics of model (1.1) under impulsive
disturbance, we make a qualitative analysis for the model (1.1) by using the basic theory of impul-
sive semi-dynamic system: a basic pulse setM and the corresponding basic phase set N are defined
according to the isoline. Due to the fact that there is a saddle point and a center in the system, the
judgment of the exact impulsive and phase sets needs to be classified and discussed according to the
position relationship between the saddle point, the center and the line where the impulsive set and the
phase set are located in. We obtain the coordinates of important points on the solution trajectory by
using the first integral and Lambert W function. The exact impulsive sets under different conditions
with pulse interference are determined, and the exact phase sets of two representative cases (C)(C11)
and (C)(C12) are discussed, as shown in Table 1. We analysed the conditions about the solution of
system (1.1) will be free from impulsive effects, and the analytic expression of Poincaré map P(y+i )
for the sequence of impulsive points is defined. Table 2 shows the relationship between the domain
of Poincaré map and some important parameters. According to the value range of the key parameter
√
τθ−1
θ

, we study the properties of Poincaré map, such as the monotonicity of P(y+i ). On the basis of
these analysis, the existence, uniqueness, stability of the order-1 periodic solutions of system (1.1) in
case (C)(C11) and (C)(C12) and the existence of order-k(k ≥ 2) periodic solutions have been provided.

Compared with the IPM model that has been studied before, we have consider more practical ele-
ments, such as the anti-predator behavior which can reflect the interaction between pests and natural
enemies [16, 21, 24, 29], the killing rate of pests and the amount of natural enemies to be released are
depend on the real-time density of them. In particular, the natural enemy density regulatory factor θ
in the model not only reflecting the application of real-time monitoring and early warning technology
for plant diseases and insect pests in agriculture, but also brings new research subjects and challenges
for the nonlinear impulsive prey-predator model. The discussion of the definition and properties of
Poincaré map, the existence and stability of periodic solutions fully reflects the complexity of the
dynamic behavior of the density-dependent nonlinear model.
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The theoretical analysis results of the article show that the effective control of pests depends on the
initial density of pests and natural enemies, and the implementation of control methods. The dynamic
behavior of the system is affected by the maximum killing rate of pests, the half-saturation constant,
the maximum amount of natural enemies to be released and regulatory factor in the nonlinear term
of the system, and all these factors will determine whether the pests can be controlled. It can be
seen that under some conditions, there exists a unique globally asymptotically stable order-1 periodic
solution for the system, which means that the pests and natural enemies can coexist. As long as
the pest monitoring technology is fully utilized, spraying insecticides and releasing natural enemies
reasonably, the pests can be controlled economically and effectively without destroying the ecological
balance . The theoretical analysis of the article verifies that the model is meaningful for the research of
IPM strategies, and it promotes the further development of nonlinear state-dependent feedback control
system . Due to the complexity of the system, we only selected two representative case (C)(C11) and
case (C)(C12) for discussion in the analysis of the exact phase set and Poincaré map. Therefore, the
novel analytical techniques should be developed in near future, and more generalized models with
complex nonlinear impulsive control effects could be investigated.
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